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Protect you and your home from the sun’s 
harmful rays with Saint-Gobain ADFORS 
Sun Guard Screen.  

ADFORS Sun Guard Screen can help to control the 
damaging effects of the sun. By installing Sun 
Guard Screen, you can conserve energy by keeping 
rooms cooler and also curtail the fading of carpets, 
drapes and upholstery.

While filtering light and heat from the exterior, the 
unique weave used in ADFORS Sun Guard is also 
specifically designed for better visibility and no 
distortion from the interior. Sun Guard is available 
in 2 different styles – Sun Guard 85 and Sun Guard 
90. Each style is tested for sun control using the 
ASTM 4028 standard. ADFORS is also leading the 
industry by making our full line of fiberglass 
screen ortho-phthalate free, ahead of industry 
standards.

Features and benefits of Sun Guard Screen:
• Extremely tight fiberglass weave for greater 

protection from sun and insects
• Light filtering for greater heat reduction and less glare
• Increased energy conservation by lowering air conditioning costs
• Long-lasting, attractive exterior appearance while providing increased  

interior privacy

Each pre-cut DIY roll comes with simple step-by-step instructions for easy 
installation. ADFORS .140” spline is recommended for the best fit in a standard 
frame. Sun Guard is also available in multiple widths in 100’ Contractor rolls.

Sun Guard FAQ
 
What is the difference between Sun 
Guard 85 and Sun Guard 90?
The two products are manufactured 
with different constructions meaning 
that they each have different amounts 
of yarn per square inch. Sun Guard 90 
has more yarns per square inch and 
therefore will block a higher % of the 
sun’s rays.

What % of the sun does each Sun 
Guard product block?
Sun Guard 90 which features a 40x40 
weave blocks up to 85% while Sun 
Guard 85 which features a 54x18 weave 
blocks up to 75%.

Because of the tighter weave, does 
Sun Guard block all airflow and light?
No, it doesn’t. Sun Guard Screen cloths 
still contain a good amount of open 
area to allow for airflow and light 
filtering.

What is new and improved about  
this product?
Sun Guard Screen is now ortho-
phthalate free and does not contain any 
substances covered under California 
Prop 65. We have maintained the 
same great aesthetics, properties 
and processibility that our screen has 
always had. We have also now achieved 
GREENGUARD Gold certification on this 
product, which certifies that the product 
has low chemical emissions.

Follow us on: 

PART # COLOR  ROLL SIZE WEIGHT (LB.) ROLL UPC CASE  
COUNT

UNITS/  
PALLET

CASE DIMENSIONS
(IN.) LXWXH

CASE WEIGHT 
(LB.) CASE UPC

FCS9578-M Charcoal 36” x 84” 1.44 011646361028 16 480 3.75x7.55x37.4 23.0 10011646361025

FCS9579-M Charcoal 48” x 84” 1.95 011646361042 16 480 7.5x7.5x50 31.2 10011646361049

Visit www.adfors.com to learn more 
about our products, view our how-to 
videos and use our screen selector tool 
to make sure you have the right screen 
for your needs.


